
H OW THE PA N E L S G OT SE PA R ATE D
Over time regional despots and foreign conquerors suppressed churches and religious 
orders, confiscating their lands and property, including works of art. Also adding to the 
confusion across centuries, impoverished religious institutions often sold their art to  
collectors or dealers in order to make repairs or support themselves. While Francescuccio 
Ghissi’s St. John altarpiece remained in its original location for a few hundred years, it 
suffered the fate of so many Renaissance altarpieces and was eventually removed, sawn 
apart, and sold piecemeal.  

W H O OW N S THE M N OW
The central panel depicting the Crucifixion was eventually acquired by a Chicago  
collector, who lent it to the Art Institute of Chicago, to which it was donated in 1937. 
Four of the eight smaller panels were purchased from a private collection by the 
Samuel H. Kress Foundation in 1932 and are divided between the North Carolina 
Museum of Art (3) and the Portland Art Museum (1); the other three were purchased 
from a dealer in Florence around the same time by an American collector who donated 
them to the Metropolitan Museum of Art in 1969. Reunited represents a rare concerted 
effort among museums to bring scattered altarpiece panels together in one place for 
the public to enjoy. 

RE CON STRU C TIN G THE
MI S SIN G PA IN TIN G
The re-created eighth small panel is the product of a collaboration between NCMA 
curator David Steel and Charlotte Caspers, a conservator from Amsterdam. They 
worked together to determine the likely subject of the painting, its figural types, and  
its composition. Once the overall design was planned, Caspers painted the panel in the 
style of Ghissi, employing materials and techniques used by artists in the fourteenth 
century. 
     Showing footage from each stage of the reconstruction process, a video in the 
exhibition tells the story of how the missing panel was created. 

ME DIE VA L PI GME N T S
The medieval painter had very few dependable pigments to work with. Some of these 
had been in use since prehistoric times; only a handful more had come into use by the 
fourteenth century. Some pigments were plentiful and literally as cheap as dirt (because 
they were, essentially, dirt!). A few were very hard to come by and expensive, nearly as 
costly as gold. Despite these limitations, it is remarkable how these pigments have held 
up so well over the approximately 650 years since the artist applied them to the wood 
panels of the altarpiece. 
     As determined by scientific analysis, the pigments displayed in the exhibition are 
the closest modern equivalents to those Ghissi used to paint the St. John altarpiece. 
Powdered pigments are paired with their natural or unprocessed source. 

THE FR A ME
Because the altarpiece, like so many of its time, was cut apart and the panels were  
sold separately, its original frame surround and engaged moldings have been lost to  
history. The frame housing the panels in this exhibition was commissioned by the  
North Carolina Museum of Art’s Conservation Department and is based on intact  
Italian altarpieces of the era.
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N CM A COLL A B OR ATE S  
W I TH D U K E U N IV E R SI T Y
Making the Old Look New
A team of mathematicians from Duke University led by Professor  
Ingrid Daubechies analyzed high-resolution images of the recon-
structed panel, and the other eight original panels, to create a digitally 
rejuvenated version of the whole altarpiece, showing how it would 
have looked in the fourteenth century. Watch the video in the exhibi-
tion to get a glimpse of their process.

Making the New Look Old
To make the new, re-created panel match the much-older panels, 
Duke mathematicians also used similar image-processing techniques 
to artificially age a reproduction of the new panel. 
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Details of Charlotte Caspers’s St. John the Evangelist Baptizing Aristodemus before and after digital aging process. 



REUNITED in this exhibition for the first time in more than a century, the St. John altarpiece is the most extensive ensemble  
of Francescuccio Ghissi’s work that has survived almost intact: eight of nine panels have been recovered and are included in this exhibition;  
the missing ninth has been re-created for this show.

S O U RC E
Ghissi’s source for episodes from the life of St. John the Evangelist was the Golden  
Legend, a collection of stories about the lives of the important saints of the medieval 
church and one of the most popular texts of the late Middle Ages and Renaissance.  
Steel and Caspers also consulted the Golden Legend to determine the likely subject  
of the missing panel: St. John Baptizing Aristodemus.

MIR AC U LO US S C E N E S  
FROM A SA IN T’S LIFE

The Resurrection of Drusiana
St. John brings back to life a close 
friend who had wanted to see him 
before she died.

St. John the Evangelist Reproving  
the Philosopher Crato
St. John’s prayers rejoin broken jewels that  
can now be sold for the benefit of the poor.

Acteus and Eugenius Implore  
St. John the Evangelist to Restore 
Their Wealth
St. John restores their wealth, but 
only to remind them that, although 
they will be rich for a time, they will 
be beggars for eternity.

St. John the Evangelist  
Raises Satheus to Life 
The saint resurrects a young  
man who had died shortly  
after his marriage.

Satheus Speaking to Acteus and Eugenius / Acteus and Eugenius Repenting before St. John the Evangelist 
Satheus speaks to the pair who had their wealth restored, describing “the glory of paradise” he had witnessed but also the “pains  
of hell” that await them because they sought worldly riches. They repent of their greed and beg St. John’s forgiveness. 

The Prayer of St. John the Evangelist 
Causes a Pagan Temple to Collapse
Pagans tried to force St. John to offer  
a sacrifice to the goddess Diana.  
John told them he would, if their calls 
to Diana would overthrow the church; 
however, if his prayers to Christ  
destroyed the temple, they would  
become Christians. 

St. John the Evangelist Drinks  
from the Poisoned Cup
After the temple’s collapse, the high  
priest Aristodemus told the saint that  
if he could drink a cup of poison and  
survive unharmed, he, Aristodemus, 
would believe in Christ. 

St. John the Evangelist Baptizing 
Aristodemus  
(missing panel; reconstructed 2012)
Aristodemus is baptized, soon to be 
followed by the Roman proconsul 
and his family.

THE MI S SIN G PA N E L
Historical painting reconstruction 
expert Charlotte Caspers  
re-created the missing St. John  
panel, working closely with  
NCMA curator David Steel to  
determine the lost work’s subject 
matter. 

Francescuccio Ghissi, The St. John Altarpiece, attributed to Francescuccio Ghissi, circa 1370–80 (clockwise from top left): The Resurrection of Drusiana, tempera on wood, 13½ × 14½ in., Gift of the Samuel H. Kress Foundation, 61.32, Portland Art Museum, Portland, Oregon; St. John 
the Evangelist Reproving the Philosopher Crato, tempera and gold leaf on panel, 14 × 16¼ in., Gift of the Samuel H. Kress Foundation, North Carolina Museum of Art; The Crucifixion, tempera on panel, 285⁄8 × 19¾ in., Mr. and Mrs. Martin A. Ryerson Collection, 1937.1006, The Art Institute 
of Chicago, Photograph © 2016 The Art Institute of Chicago; St. John the Evangelist with Acteus and Eugenius, tempera on wood, gold ground, 143⁄8 × 16¼ in., Gift of Mrs. W. Murry Crane, 1969, 69.280.2, The Metropolitan Museum of Art; St. John the Evangelist Causes a Pagan Temple 
to Collapse, 141⁄8 × 15¼ in., Gift of Mrs. W. Murry Crane, 1969, 69.280.3, The Metropolitan Museum of Art;  St. John the Evangelist and the Poisoned Cup, tempera and gold leaf on panel, 137⁄8 × 153⁄16 in., Gift of the Samuel H. Kress Foundation,  North Carolina Museum of Art; St. John the 
Evangelist Raises Satheus to Life, tempera on wood, gold ground, 141⁄8 × 161⁄8 in., Gift of Mrs. W. Murray Crane, 1969, 69.280.1, The Metropolitan Museum of Art; Acteus and Eugenius Implore St. John the Evangelist to Restore Their Wealth, tempera and gold leaf on panel, 13 ¾ × 15 in., 
Gift of the Samuel H. Kress Foundation, North Carolina Museum of Art; MISSING PANEL:  Charlotte Caspers, in the style of Francescuccio Ghissi, St. John the Evangelist Baptizing Aristodemus, 2012, tempera and gold leaf on panel, 1315⁄16 ×  153⁄16 in., Commissioned by the North Carolina 
Museum of Art with funds from the Samuel H. Kress Foundation


